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VOOG bench

Design by
Kersti Lootus

Bench as a landscape design element. Voog is a 
seat with a serpentine backrest which looks like as 
if its flowing from the ground. The harmonious and 
landscape-blending soft shape attracts attention 
with its impeccable discreetness. Attachable LED 
profiles help to create the right atmosphere during 
dark times.
Voog family has a classic three-seater bench, a chair 
and a 2-person sun lounger.
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VOOG bench

FEATURES

WOOD

DIMENSIONS

METAL INSTALLATION

Voog bench is designed for comfortable breaks to enjoy
moments in the company of a book or a good companion.

Voog is characterized by a meandering and harmonious
silhouette.

Underground installation which makes the maintenance of 
the surrounding easy.

Possibility to add durable IP67 LED lighting.

No visible fixing materials on the top surfaces of the wooden 
parts to ensure a pleasing look and feel of the products.

The hot-dip galvanized and powder-coated steel frame and 
high-quality, knot-free wooden material makes the product 
very resistant to weather and use.

Extery quality without compromise- harmonious design, 
carefully selected materials and engineering considered 
to the last detail.

The wood selection includes double layer 
oil coated knot-free thermo-treated ash 
and tropical wood. Tropical wood has no 
top coat.

The steel frame is available in hot-dip galvanized and 
powder coated finish. The hot-dip galvanizing is done 
according to ISO 1461:2009 standard.

Material marking in product code:
a-         thermotreated ash
t-         tropical wood
m-       painted pine

Example of the code use for tropical 
wood: VOGB180-t

Tropical woodThermotreated 
ash (oiled)

Anchored to a concrete foundation,
~180 mm below the ground.

RAL recommendation by designer:

RAL 7016
+ graffiti 
protection

RAL 7039 RAL 9005

RAL 7047

Voog bench - VOGB180
Voog bench, LED add-on - VOGB180-LED
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Painted pine
RAL 7047


